PORT ROYAL SCHOOL
STUDENT DRESS CODE

Girls (Summer)
Dress: may be purchased from The English Sports Shop.
Socks: white ankle or knee length
Shoes: Dark brown/black (polishable, sturdy, dress footwear) The thickness of the sole and or heel is not to exceed ½ inches. Shoes must be one colour tone only. Two colour tones are deemed unacceptable.

Hair Accessories: navy blue, clear, or white may be worn. Hair scrunchies designed with the school’s tie design can be purchased from the English Sports Shop. All students shall wear their hair neatly groomed.

Girls (Winter)
School Tie: available from Gibbons Co. and The English Sports Shop
Shirt: plain white, long sleeves, pointed collar
Tunic: navy blue ONLY
P6 students are allowed to wear a navy a-line skirt. Skorts are not permitted.
Shoes: *
Dark brown/black (polishable, sturdy, dress footwear) The thickness of the sole and or heel of shoe is not to exceed ½ inches. Shoes must be one colour tone only. Two colour tones are deemed unacceptable. (Recreational shoes are unacceptable)

Socks: navy blue knee length
Tights: navy blue, design-free
Jacket: navy blue windbreaker or navy blue blazer
Sweater: navy cardigan or pullover with yellow/light blue stripes available from The English Sports Shop
Jewelry: gold or silver stud earrings, one in each ear and/or watches ONLY. Any other jewelry shall be subject to confiscation

Hair Accessories: navy blue, clear, or white may be worn. Hair scrunchies designed with the school’s tie design can be purchased from the English Sports Shop. All students shall wear their hair neatly groomed.

Boys (Summer)
School Tie: available from Gibbons Co. and The English Sports Shop
Shirt: plain white short sleeve with school tie
Shorts: Khaki (designed for school and not recreational purposes)
Socks: Khaki knee or ankle length
Shoes: Dark brown/black (polishable) See below.

Boys (Winter)
School Tie: available from Gibbons Co. and The English Sports Shop
Shirt: plain white long sleeve
Shorts: grey (hem line should extend above the knee)
Trousers: long, grey - The length of the long pants shall be such that the bottom of the pants may rest on the top of the shoes without causing multiple folds in the leg of the trousers.
Socks: navy or grey
Shoes: *
Dark brown/black (polishable, sturdy, dress footwear – not recreational) The sole and or heel of shoe is not to exceed ½ inches. Shoes must be one colour tone only. Two colour tones are deemed unacceptable. (Recreational shoes are unacceptable)

Sweater: navy cardigan or pullover with yellow/light blue stripes available from The English Sports Shop
Jacket: navy blue windbreaker or navy blue blazer
Jewelry:- may wear one small gold or silver ball stud earring in the lower lobe of one ear and/or watches ONLY. Any other jewelry shall be subject to confiscation

P.E. Uniforms: P.E. uniforms and School Tracksuits can be purchased from Sidekicks in the Washington Mall, 2nd Level - Telephone # 296-5425. Students are to wear white gym socks and white, black or blue running sneakers.

Tracksuits: may be worn in the Winter months only. School Tracksuits must be worn when a student is representing the school in a sporting activity. Royal blue (plain) sweatsuits may be worn over the P.E. uniform to school on gym days.

NB! Nothing in the above shall prohibit a student from wearing a style of clothing or hair which is required as part of religious observances. Where this is a deviation of requirements, the parents/guardian shall discuss the matter with the principal so that a mutually satisfactory arrangement may be agreed upon. This arrangement shall be confirmed, in writing, by the principal. Students who appear at school out of uniform without authorization shall be required to return home, provided that the principal contacts the parent who shall make appropriate arrangements for the care of the student.